Rookie Corner - 045

by Penko

Araucaria 94th birthday crossword
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9 Ramshackle and
dilapidated, RD Laing
treated such patients.
(3,4)
10 Pressecho with gold
ingot mineral. (4,3)
11 For crying out loud- in
church! (7)
12 Football operated
machine altered? (7)
13 Film Danes frolicking
near Sherwood Forest!
(9)
15 Banker has endless sex
- that's wrong! (5)
16 Stylish appearance?good for Dorothy! (7)
19 1880 ------- Kelly died
and longed for! (7)
20 Area of London home
to Dr Strangelove? On
the contrary! (5)
21 Can "Tab" locate
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leading Crossbowers
and Archers' village ?
(9)
25 Condescends to accept
second plans. (7)
26 Make good resistance
to stereo malfunction
(7)
28 Living on water, heavy
drinkers (with 50p
perhaps) have the odd
twitch! (7)
29 Hero of July's sesame
seed harvest! (7)
Down
1 See 3
2 "The Hun is on the
attack and it is essential
to be of one mind" (6)
3/1 On Radio, Lou Grant is
60% a bad actor in "
Mr Monkey Puzzle"!
(4,6)

4 "I hear your friend
from the pub is a
jailbird!" (6)
5 There's no money in
brandy but instead a
third fermenting gives a
cause for celebration!"
(8)
6 15 next business 16 3-7
(4,6)
7 Bland boy blowin' - in
the wind! (3,5)
8 Forever, endlessly,
eternally, always a
place for a preacher!
(8)
14 Review ways to get out
of the country and also
to get back in (10)
16 Scott's trusted minder!
(8)
17 In the summer
holidays, we founded
the Roman Empire! (8)

18 Fight fire with - old
bag! (8)
22 Two identical gifts
heard to speak quietly!
(6)
23 Malaise leading to
butterfingers? (6)
24 Nevertheless, the night
before the partners met
with love (4,2)
27 Island programme
"Pothead on holiday!"
(4)

